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Objective: Curriculum development and reviews are of paramount importance for academic programs curriculum management. Medical curricula need proper construction and frequent updates to suit learning outcomes considering their integrative nature and rapid scientific advancement. Curriculum alignment and mapping are fundamental for proper integration and planning of medical curriculum. This process is beneficial in detecting gaps and redundancies, and ensuring proper instruction, integration, and transparency. However, there is a paucity in the literature of a practical guidance to such process. Hence, this manuscript provides a practical guidance that was adopted in our institutes.

Methods: A detailed description of twelve step-by-step guidance to curriculum alignment and mapping was provided. The process needed for each step and the flow chart of work was detailed.

Results: This guide was developed and implemented successfully. Among many benefits encountered, many gaps in the contents, learning outcomes and assessment methods were detected and rectified. Additionally, better curriculum integration has been achieved. The current mapping will make any future curriculum reviews easier.

Conclusion: This guide could be utilized by newly developed and existing programs for curriculum alignment and mapping. It fills a gap in academic literature through stepwise workflow which has been tested and implemented.
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Introduction

A curriculum defines the intended knowledge skills and learning outcomes expected by students.1 A curriculum is designed based on learning and instruction principles and requires a composite of different educational strategies, course content, learning outcomes, educational experiences, assessment, and a suitable educational environment considering individual students’ learning styles and programs of work.1,2 To have a constructive curriculum, harmonization is a mainstay between declared or planned curriculum, operational curriculum (taught or learned), and experienced curriculum.1,3 This requires proper alignment between the intended learning outcomes (curricular intent) expected in the declared curriculum and other instructional components, namely teaching methods, within-class teaching activities, and assessment, to ensure coherency.4 Communicability, transparency, and versatility are crucial pillars in the design and execution of curriculum, as they allow for continuous revision, evaluation, and modification without difficulty.5,6 These attributes are frequently neglected in favor of more prominent curricular components, including content, pedagogy of participation, and assessment.7

Curriculum mapping is an essential active process that allows holistic spatial visualization of the various parts of the curriculum’s interrelationships and connections.1 The advantages of mapping are multifaceted, as it allows assessing the
degree of attainability of learning outcomes, detecting redundancies and gaps, weaknesses and strengths, and rectifying them.\textsuperscript{1,8} Also, it aids in constructing proper assessment plans for the whole curriculum and ensures proper coordination across curriculum contents.\textsuperscript{9,10} Mapping enhances student achievement and faculty involvement.\textsuperscript{11} As more medical schools increasingly shift to integrated curricula replacing traditional curricula, mapping can ensure balanced horizontal, longitudinal, and spiral integration and blending of the curricular content through all phases.

On the other hand, curriculum mapping in medical programs has multiple challenges. The alignment of discipline-specific intended learning outcomes with one another and the achievement of numerous inter-discipline learning outcomes that are essential for fostering students’ transition to their chosen specialty are just two of the many challenges faced by curriculum mapping in medical programs. Additionally, because medical curricula are dynamic, they must be reviewed and updated on a regular basis to reflect quick scientific progress, ongoing community demands, advancements in technology and their applications, and modifications to the policies put out by healthcare authorities. This was compounded by the increasing diversity of instructional methods and advancements in the field of medical education.\textsuperscript{12-14}

Curriculum mapping, including constructive alignment, requires involvement from leaders, multidisciplinary content experts, curriculum developers, medical educators, instructors, and students.\textsuperscript{12,15} Curriculum management, which includes alignment, mapping, and monitoring, is becoming more and more crucial in education. For the goal of curriculum mapping, computerized tools are frequently employed to guarantee ongoing accessibility of the curricular pillars, evaluate efficacy, and facilitate the integration of modifications.\textsuperscript{16}

In higher education, curriculum mapping becomes pivotal at the institutional and program levels. Various international bodies supported their medical schools’ use of electronic curriculum mapping systems such as Curriculum Management and Information Tool (CurrMIT), which was recommended by the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) in the United States.\textsuperscript{17} National accreditation has become obligatory in many countries worldwide including Saudi Arabia as the result of recent and rapid expansion in the number of medical education institutions. Program accreditation relies heavily on accumulating evidence from curricular congruence and mapping. A well-documented curriculum, including its alignment and mapping of programs and courses, is a hallmark of good practice and a guarantee of efficient management.\textsuperscript{18,19} In the last three decades, one of the most significant changes has been the rise of outcome-based education.

As in other parts of the world, health professional bodies and the leaders of medical programs in Saudi Arabia have developed a competency-based national medical education framework to standardize the essential combined requirements of knowledge, skill, and behavior needed to become a medical doctor.\textsuperscript{20} The National Center for Academic and Evaluation (NCAAA) recognized the Saudi Medical Education Directives Framework (SaudiMED) as meeting the NCAAA’s baseline standards for accrediting medical education programs.\textsuperscript{21} As a method of quality assurance, accreditation of medical programs is rapidly gaining acceptance as a requirement in many parts of the world. To a similar extent, all medical programs in Saudi Arabia and the Middle East must be accredited by a national or international certifying authority. The International Federation for Medical Education (WFME) has recognized the National Accrediting Agency for Academic Institutions in Saudi Arabia (NCAAA) as an accrediting organization for medical programs in Saudi Arabia and the region.\textsuperscript{22} Additionally, the Educational Commission for Foreign Medical graduates (ECFMG) in the United States has stated that as of 2024, only graduates from accredited medical schools/programs will be allowed to apply for postgraduate training in the United States.\textsuperscript{23}

Studies showed that different models of curriculum mapping, ie centralized and/or decentralized, are useful in developing the mapping.\textsuperscript{7,24} These studies provide structured guidance for implementing constructive curriculum alignment and mapping in medical programs. However, published guidelines for competency-based curriculum mapping in medical education are limited.\textsuperscript{25} To the best of our knowledge there is only one publication on medical curriculum alignment and mapping in the Middle East.\textsuperscript{26} Frequently, medical schools acquire their own curriculum mapping process to meet their needs.\textsuperscript{26} Similarly, medical programs in the region will need a specialized curriculum alignment and mapping procedure to meet their needs. Therefore, this manuscript aims to disseminate information and provide other medical educators with our stepwise guidelines for curriculum alignment and mapping that carefully blend contents, detect gaps and redundancies, and ensure horizontal, longitudinal, and spiral integration and linking in a competency-based curriculum. Medical programs in
the region and around the world can use these guidelines to enhance their competency-based curricula and provide evidence for curriculum improvement and accreditation.

**Methods: (Curriculum Alignment and Mapping Steps)**

The steps below were followed to constructively align and map the medical curriculum of King Saud bin Abdulaziz University for Health Sciences, Saudi Arabia, and are currently being followed by the United Arab Emirates University, UAE. These steps were developed and executed by the authors based on available literature, focused group discussions, Delphi method and experience. Institutional approval of the study was waived as the study is on curriculum and does not involve humans.

**Step 1: Leadership Commitment and Support**

This is a very important first step as mapping and constructive alignment is complex and resource intense. Leadership support is crucial to empower the working group, provide access to all course material, and ensure involvement of all stakeholders in the process.

**Step 2: Build the Team and Agree on the Process of Work**

As this is a multidisciplinary process, the team needed for curriculum alignment and mapping must include experts in medical education and content matter as well as the program leaders. Building the team and engaging them in the process is of paramount importance. A small, centralized team may work better than a large one as too many members could lead to fragmentation, inconsistency, and lack of ownership of the work. A small group of medical education experts who know the curriculum content and have been involved in its conduction for some time is ideal. This team can lead the process and liaise with other stakeholders such as course content experts, course coordinators/directors, students, and program leaders.

**Step 3: Selection of a Model for Constructive Alignment of Mapping**

The model we have adopted is based on a conceptual framework for the curriculum mapping (Figure 1). This model is utilizing the planned curriculum as a starting point which is guided by program learning outcomes and graduation requirements. The second level is the delivered or communicated curriculum as represented by detailed content scheduling, instruction methods, etc. The third level involves the confirmation that the delivered curriculum is well implemented with high quality. The last level is the assessed or the learned curriculum, since assessment drives learning, this necessitates that assessment should be used strategically to enhance students learning. All these levels are guided by accreditation requirements and local environment and contextual factors.

*In our case, the environment, context, and accreditation requirements set by the SaudiMED and NCAAA

**Step 4: Selection of Variables**

Using the Delphi method, medical educators and teaching faculty can identify the variables needed for each phase of the conceptual framework. The following is an example of identified variables required for each session in the curriculum:

1. Planned/Intended Curriculum variables: Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs)
2. Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs)
3. Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs)
4. Weekly Learning Objectives (WLOs) with Weekly Theme and Weekly Problem
5. Course Learning Topics (Topics)
6. Topic/Session Objectives
7. Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs)
8. Core Clinical Problems (CCPs)
9. Clinical Presentations (Presentations)
1. Delivered/Communicated Curriculum variables
   1. Session Title
   2. Venue, date, duration
   3. Teaching Method
   4. Instructor(s)
   5. Discipline
   6. Assessment methods

2. Quality-Assurance variables/Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
   1. Session completed according to timetable and in correct sequence
   2. Session objectives covered/not covered
   3. Session rapid survey evaluation by students
   4. Percentage of students attending each session
   5. Qualification of session’s presenters

3. Assessed Curriculum variables:
   1. Assessment Type (MCQ, Short Answer, Essay, OSCE, Clinical Exam, etc.)
   2. For MCQ type:
      1. Item Discipline
      2. Item Process (Diagnosis, Management, Procedures, Physical Exam, Professional, etc.)
      3. Item link to Session

Figure 1 Conceptual Framework for Curriculum Mapping.
4. Item link to CLO
5. Item Cognitive Level
6. Item Difficulty Index
7. Item Quality Index
8. Item Status (New or Used)

3. For Non-MCQ types:
   1. Rubric with items to be assessed
   2. Each item in the Rubric must have a mark and links to Discipline, Session and CLO.

The leadership team and the faculty members have access to the mapping variables. Moreover, the students also have access to most of the variables except the assessment items.

**Step 5: Purchasing or Building an Alignment and Mapping Platform**
Existing digital platforms in the market may be sufficient for some programs, however, building an in-house digital platform has the advantage of customization to specific need of the curriculum. We chose to develop an in-house system based on the planned process as the existing platforms in the market were found to be insufficient to accommodate all our identified variables and feature requirements. The team worked with a programmer step by step to reach a full fledge system that fully satisfies all the requirements. At the beginning, the data collection step was completed using spreadsheets for initial record keeping and as a backup then later incorporated into the digital system as the final curriculum alignment and mapping record. In both purchase and build scenarios, data entry into the system is a crucial step to successful implementation.

**Step 6: Determine and Review the Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs)**
PLOs are the essence of any curriculum, and they should always come first to be developed or reviewed. For medical curricula, PLOs are commonly derived and aligned with a list of competencies the student must achieve upon graduation. In our context, the PLOs for medical programs are guided by the SaudiMED framework and competencies. The SaudiMED competencies were developed through a rigorous process involving multiple workshops by experts in the field. SaudiMED competencies are further aligned with a list of 17 PLOs that are adopted as the national PLOs for all medical programs in Saudi Arabia as endorsed by the National Center for Academic Accreditation and Assessment (NCAAA). The PLOs cover different domains relevant to medical curricula and future medical practice (Table 1 SaudiMED). The use of a national competencies framework to guide medical curricula development are similarly practiced in other regions around the world such as in Canada (Can MEDs). Adoption of national level PLOs ensures to some extent equally competent graduates to start postgraduate residency training.

**Step 7: Constructive Alignment and Mapping of Courses Learning Outcomes (CLOs) and Weekly Learning Objectives (WLOs) with the PLOs**
To achieve the PLOs of a program, courses and course learning outcomes are developed or reviewed to collectively achieve all the PLOs. In our context, all the course CLOs were reviewed and aligned with the PLOs in term of its relevance and appropriateness. Content experts were invited by the leading team and collectively reviewed each course learning outcome in view of the PLOs. This involved experts from various fields of study as the courses are integrated with basic and clinical sciences, the experts of each discipline had an input toward the course learning outcomes and content with emphasis on the course coordinator role.

This step can be helpful in revising and updating the CLOs and allows for inclusion of any missing CLOs deemed necessary to be added by the content experts. Therefore, the CLOs were reviewed to ensure that they are deemed comprehensive to guide the course content. Afterwards the CLOs were categorized according to the PLOs domains, ie knowledge, skills and attributes. This step again was done for each course in consultation with the content experts to ensure that the CLOs are appropriately aligned and categorized according to the domains of learning. Moreover, in this
It was possible to identify any redundancy in terms of CLOs between courses and the depth of coverage of each CLO in different courses.

In a problem-based curriculum where there is a weekly problem as the center of the week’s learning activities, and to facilitate each week’s alignment and mapping, it is also important to develop Weekly Learning Objectives (WLOs) based on the week’s theme. The WLOs can subsequently be aligned to the CLOs and the PLOs.

Of importance in this step is that the CLOs must be reasonable in terms of number and depth for the particular course duration and level. In general, for the Saudi example, courses were maintained around 18–22 CLOs per course. However, each CLO branched to more defined WLOs.

---

**Table 1: SaudiMED Framework and PLOs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme I: Scientific Approach to Practice</th>
<th>The integration and application of basic, clinical, behavioral and social science in clinical practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLO1.</td>
<td>Integrate basic, clinical, behavioral and social sciences in medical practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO2.</td>
<td>Practice evidence-based health care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme II: Patient care</th>
<th>The establishment and maintenance of essential clinical and interpersonal skills to demonstrate proficient assessment and delivery of patient-centered management.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLO3.</td>
<td>Demonstrate the essential clinical skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO4.</td>
<td>Use clinical reasoning, decision making, and problem solving skills in medical practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO5.</td>
<td>Manage patients with life-threatening medical conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO6.</td>
<td>Formulate and implement appropriate management plans for patients with common medical problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO7.</td>
<td>Place patients’ needs and safety at the center of the care process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme III: Community oriented practice</th>
<th>The health care practicing is based on an understanding of the Saudi health care system and the application of health promotion and advocacy roles for the benefit and well-being of individual patients, communities, and populations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLO8.</td>
<td>Adhere to the regulations of Saudi healthcare system in the Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO9.</td>
<td>Advocate health promotion and disease prevention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme IV: Communication and Collaboration</th>
<th>The effective communication with patients and their families and the practicing of collaborative care by working in partnership within a multi-professional team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLO10.</td>
<td>Effectively communicate verbally and in writing with patients, their families, colleagues, and other health professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO11.</td>
<td>Practice teamwork and inter-professional collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO12.</td>
<td>Apply medical informatics in healthcare system effectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme V: Professionalism</th>
<th>The commitment to deliver the highest standards of ethical and professional behavior in all aspects of health practice, and take a responsibility for own personal and professional development.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLO13.</td>
<td>Demonstrate professional attitudes and ethical behaviors of physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO14.</td>
<td>Apply Islamic, legal and ethical principles in professional practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO15.</td>
<td>Demonstrate the capacity for self-reflection and professional development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme VI: Research and scholarship</th>
<th>The contribution to the advancement of medical practice with the rigors of scientific research.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLO16.</td>
<td>Demonstrate basic research skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO17.</td>
<td>Critically appraise and demonstrate scholarly activities related to health sciences research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Step 8: Constructive Alignment and Mapping of Sessions and Session Objectives with CLOs and WLOs

This step is looking at the session level and aligning either the session with the appropriate CLOs and WLOs or aligning each session objective with the appropriate CLOs and WLOs. This is done in consultation with content experts. We aligned and mapped all course learning activities including each session objective to the WLOs which ultimately aligned and mapped the learning activities to the CLOs paying attention to the domain of each CLO. For example, lectures are aligned and mapped to CLOs under knowledge domain while practical and clinical skills sessions are aligned to CLOs under skills domain. In addition, sessions focusing on professional attributes of the future physician were aligned with CLOs under attributes/values domain.

This step can serve as a major part of quality assurance in the curriculum. For example, in this step each session objective was reviewed and potentially revised in term of its relevance, phrasing and for any redundancies. Session titles were also reviewed to ensure correct reflection of the covered objectives. Moreover, each session duration was confirmed to be appropriate to cover the content to be delivered and to maintain the contact and credit hours of the course. Quality assurance variables such as maintenance of the session sequence within the course without rescheduling and proper instructor selection in term of qualification are embedded in the scheduling process of each session for future use to improve and or maintain good quality delivery of these sessions.

Step 9: Review of Session Conduction Method

After fully aligning and mapping each course in term of session objectives, WLOs, CLOs and PLOs, it's now important to ensured that appropriate instructional methods were used for each session. For example, practical activities were the instructional method used for sessions focused on psychomotor skills while small group activities were the instructional method of choice for communication skills and so on.

Step 10: Constructive Alignment of CLOs with the Assessment Methods

Assessment alignment starts in this step where CLOs are aligned with the proper assessment method based on the domain the CLO belongs to. This automatically results in each session and session objective being aligned with how it will be assessed. For example, pure knowledge CLOs which are usually taught via lectures are assessed using written exams (mainly MCQs). On the other hand, practical sessions taught in laboratories are assessed by objective structured practical exam (OSPE) and clinical skills were assessed by objective structured clinical exam (OSCE). Moreover, pre- and post-exam analysis of the items can be performed to ensure appropriateness with CLOs alignment, as well as confirming depth and breadth of coverage is achieved.

Step 11: Development of Curriculum Assessment Rubric and Blueprints

After finalizing the documents pertinent to alignment and mapping, the assessment blueprints including multiple parameters are to be developed for each assessment to ensure appropriate and comprehensive assessment of the course’s CLOs which leads to comprehensive assessment of PLOs. The assessment blueprints are crucial to ensure that all CLOs and other intended learning outcomes are covered by valid assessment.

Step 12: Alignment of Assessment Items with CLOs and Sessions

At the exam papers level, each assessment item should be mapped to the appropriate CLO and appropriate session (if possible). This ensures the ability to generate the CLO-Assessment grades sheet to produce the CLO-Assessment report which tells us student performance per CLO. This will also in turn produce the PLO-Assessment report. If assessment item mapping to session is also complete then this will provide item-level mapping to all variables mapped to sessions such as learning topics, discipline, EPAs, core clinical problems and clinical presentations. This will make it possible to provide students with multiple feedback that goes beyond a simple final course grade.

Results

The resulting benefits of the curriculum alignment and mapping are many which are summarized here.
The PLOs Align with the National Qualification Framework (NQF) and Become Homogenous Between All National Medical Colleges

As a result of the curriculum constructive alignment and mapping, the program PLOs were adopted to be in alignment with the national competencies of medical school (SaudiMED). These common PLOs ensure homogenous education of medical students across the nation as they all are educated toward achieving the same PLOs and competencies. This makes it possible to compare medical schools’ performance (benchmarking) in terms of program learning outcomes.

Revision and Amendment of Multiple CLOs

The curriculum constructive alignment and mapping process identified redundancies and deficiencies in terms of CLOs to be covered. Moreover, as medical practice is always evolving, this process was a chance to update the outdated CLOs. Redundancy in the curriculum was obvious at multiple levels and we were able to minimize this via the reported dashboard, by using sessions delivered in each parameter, and in consultation with the content experts of each course. Moreover, multiple deficiencies in the curriculum were identified and rectified. New CLOs were developed in consultation with content experts and many existing CLOs were updated.

Development of Competency View Reports

Competency view reports can show details and number of delivered sessions for each competency (Figure 2).

Figure 2 A screen shot of the competency view of a week of a block showing details of the week learning activities.
Abbreviation: NQF, National Qualification Framework.
Development of Weekly Learning Objectives (WLOs) for All Courses
WLOs are recognized to be an important step in curriculum mapping. In PBL based curricula or in curricula where there is a weekly theme, WLOs are of great benefit to connect CLOs with the specific sessions’ objectives.

Revision of Course Content in View of CLOs
Since multiple CLOs were updated or newly developed, this resulted in the creation of new course content in terms of sessions and session objectives in order to achieve these CLOs. The content varied from knowledge-based content to skills and professionalism learning activities.

Adjustment of Teaching Methods as Necessary
The mapping and alignment process enabled us to revise the curriculum delivery plan to ensure proper CLOs and session teaching method. Throughout the process, the focus was on adjusting teaching methods to be appropriately aligned with the CLO and session topic. The selection of the appropriate instructional method was based on having more active learning and student centered as much as possible and where appropriate.

Assessment Blueprints
The curriculum map exposed assessment gaps. CLO-based blueprints were developed for the courses. Moreover, the type of assessment and its appropriateness to the CLO and the domain of learning was ensured.

PLO Assessment
Using the CLO-PLO mapping it is possible to have the PLO assessment rubric developed through aligning each CLO assessment to its appropriate PLO. This gave us the ability to have a clear and solid PLO assessment plan for the program.

Curriculum Repository
Throughout the curriculum mapping process, it’s important to document the curriculum data initially on tools such as spreadsheets but later on more sophisticated tools such as databases which can be utilized as the data source for the curriculum management system. This is of paramount importance to store, document and maintain the curriculum so that it may be used for future curriculum reviews.

Discussion
Medical Curricula are complex and require continuous revisions and update to ensure that they remain current, relevant and outcome based. Learning outcomes at different levels (program then course) are crucial to guide medical curricula design and reviews and this requires a holistic approach in viewing the medical curriculum.

Medical curricula are in particularly complex as many competencies/PLOs are required to be achieved by graduates. These competencies range from in depth knowledge of basic sciences to advanced psychomotor and cognitive skills while maintaining high standards of professional and ethical practice. To ensure the achievement of all these competencies, proper curriculum constructive alignment and mapping is crucial. This is particularly important when each course usually requires many teaching faculty members and it’s not uncommon that gaps will develop in term of coherence and alignment of these courses. Overall, medical curricula can easily get de-aligned and fragmented unless frequent reviews of the curriculum map is practiced.

Moreover, undergraduate medical curricula aim to prepare graduates to continue their learning in postgraduate programs. A smooth transition of the learners from the undergraduate to the postgraduate phase could be achieved with proper undergraduate curriculum planning and mapping. Moreover, regular curriculum reviews and mapping give the chance to utilize the new advancements in the medical education field, such as Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs), simulation, and E-learning. During the COVID-19 pandemic, like undergraduate education, many postgraduate
programs got affected in terms of training, which highlighted the need for regular alignment of the undergraduate medical curricula with the postgraduate competencies in different environments.\textsuperscript{31,32}

Curriculum alignment/mapping could be looked at as a process to review or refine an existing curriculum in addition to its utility at the curriculum design level. Overall, many benefits could be achieved from curriculum alignment and mapping, this includes the ability to clarify and review the learning outcomes at different levels, ensure and improve program coherence, eliminate redundancies while rectifying gaps, as well as align instructional and assessment methods properly to learning outcomes. This will eventually result in designing a full roadmap for the student’s journey through the curriculum. Moreover, the faculty members involved in the program will be on the same page toward achieving the PLOs of the program through each of the courses in which they teach.\textsuperscript{1,33}

Curriculum constructive alignment and mapping is a tedious process with multiple challenges. A clear challenge is the lack of guidance in the literature on how it could be done. In this article we summarized the essential steps needed to develop/review a curriculum alignment mapping. In order to successfully align and map a curriculum, it is of paramount importance to have a motivated team as well as stakeholders who see and believe in the value of doing such a task. Ownership of the process must be clearly identified, moreover ownership of the courses and the role of each stakeholder needs to be clear. Agreement on how to address conflicts and vague learning outcomes is necessary.\textsuperscript{13,34}

The end result of curriculum mapping should aim for clear learning outcomes at all levels. Participants should look at this task as a chance to update and improve the curriculum. By creating a curriculum map, the course outcomes must be clearly articulated, aligned with the course scope, updated based on content and latest knowledge, and reasonable to the course duration and level. Moreover, the instructional methods must be appropriate for each CLO and need to be up to date with new developments in the field, both in terms of being stimulating to students and more student-centered. Similarly, it is important to utilize the curriculum mapping process to ensure comprehensive and appropriate assessment methods for all CLOs. With comprehensive curriculum mapping, it will be possible to sequence the courses properly so that building student competencies through proper reinforcement of CLOs throughout the curriculum is achieved.\textsuperscript{8,18,35}

Going through the process of curriculum alignment and mapping was a necessary exercise for our medical schools. Multiple benefits were gained including, identifying, and rectifying deficiencies and redundancies in term of content, improving CLOs to be more comprehensive and clearer, and alignment of the assessment methods properly with the course content.

Curriculum alignment and mapping is a pillar of quality assurance practice in curriculum management and it is necessary to be planned frequently enough to cope with any expected development in the fields of medicine and medical education.

This study highlighted the in-depth process of curriculum alignment and mapping; however, there are some limitations to the study. The limitations include being fully implemented on one program only and the lack of long-term follow-up of the curriculum mapping and alignment outcomes. Future longitudinal studies are needed to study the long-term effects of the adopted curriculum mapping.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

Curriculum alignment and map have been adopted by our programs to reflect national strategic goals; revise learning outcomes, ensure quality, and involve various stakeholders in transparency. This article describes a stepwise approach to align and map curriculum at the undergraduate medical program level. We strongly believe that this work fills an important gap in literature in providing a usable practical guidance. Moreover, these steps will help other colleges to accomplish this task avoiding difficulties encountered in our sides. We highly recommend these steps to others.
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